
 Business Economics V C7525
 Sample Questions Sem V

 Choose the correct answer from the options given below.:
 SR.No  Question  Option 1  Option 2  Option 3  Option 4

 1  Under monopoly the burden of lumpsum tax is  on the sellers  on the buyers  partially on the selle partially on the buyers

 2  Public expenditure ia an instrument to achieve which of the following objectives  economic  political  social  socio-economic

 3  According to whom there is intensive as well as extensive in crease in state activiti  Wagner  Peacock  Wiseman  Dalton

 4  According to whom public expenditure increases in jerksor steps like way  Peacock and Wisem Dalton  Wagner  Musgrave

 5  Which of the following refers to the excess of revenue expenditure over revenue r revenue deficits  budgetary deficits  fiscal deficit  primary deficit

 6  In which of the following respect is public finance similar to private finance.  Income expenditur  assessment of income  allocation of scarce  size of budget

 7  Principles of Finance was given by  Hugh Dalton  A.C.Pigou  Adam Smith  David Ricardo

 8  The __________ operations refer to raising of public revenue  fiscal  monetary  private  social

 9  MSS stands for ___  Marginal Social Sac  Marginal States Sacrifice  Maximum Social Sac Maximum States Sacrifice

 10  MSB stands for  Marginal States Ben Marginal Social Benefit  Marginal Social Boa  Maharashtra State Board

 11  Maximum Welfare Principle of Budget Determination is given by ______  Dalton  Musgrave  Adam Smith  Marshall

 12  In case of perfectly elastic demand the money burden of tax is  entirely on the selle partially on the seller  entirely on the buye shifted partially to the buyers

 13  In case of perfectly inelastic demand, the money burden is  entirely on the selle fully borne by the buyer  shifted partially to th none of the above

 14  when the supply is more elastic, the burden of tax is  entirely on the buy  more on the sellers  borne fully by the b  borne fully by the sellers

 15  Under monopoly the burden of lumpsum tax is  on the sellers  on the buyers  partially on the selle partially on the buyers



 16  A _ is a compulsory payment.  revenue  tax  salary  bonus

 17  Which of the following will involve a quid pro quo  prices of goods  income tax  excise duty  none of the above

 18  A scheduled bank is one which has nd reserve of not les term deposit of Rs.5 lakhmand deposit of Rs. 5 lsaving deposit of Rs.5 lakh

 19  Virtual banking aims at rendering banking services through  branch expansion  advancing cheap credit  use of IT services  use of machines

 20  Which of the following money market instrument is issued by commercial banks  CPs  Commercial bills  CDs  Treasury bills

 21  Which of the following measures absorb liquidity from the financial system.  REPO  Reverse REPO  MSF ying of securities under OMO

 22  Which of the following is not a feature of commercial bills  Short term  Trade bills  Issues by RBI  High degree of liquidity

 23  Which of the following is a part of the organised sector of Indian money market indigenous bankers  loan companies  call money market  money lenders

 24  The Over the Counter Exchange of India(OTCEI) allows the companies to register o  OTCEI  OTCEI and NSE  OTCEI and BSE  RBI

 25  Foreign Institutional Investors(FIIs) are allowed to invest in  only equity shares  only debt market he equity and debt m  money market

 26  Capital market is a market for  short term funds  long term funds medium term fundsmedium and long term funds

 27  Which of the following is a part of the organised sector of Indian money market indigenous bankers  loan companies  call money market  money lenders

 28  Which of the following does not form the basis of sound finance  say's law  assumption of full employ  ricardian equivalen  learners fundamental rules

 29  The origin of the term functional finance is attributed to  J.M.Keynes  A.C.Pigou  A.P.Lerner  Richard Musgrave

 30  Redistributive taxation aims at  reduced savings  redcuing consumption  balancing the budge controlling deficit


